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   1 BED pool view apartment, 78 sq.m., in ...  
  Agent Info

Name: Kalina Ilieva
Company
Name:

KC Properties

Country: Bulgaria
Experience
since:
Service Type: Selling a Property
Specialties:
Property Type: Apartments, Houses
Phone: +44 (2032) 868-655
Languages: Bulgarian, English
Website: http://kcproperties-

bg.com
Listing details
Property for: Sale
Price: USD 61,737.75

  Location
Country: Bulgaria
State/Region/Province: Burgas
City: Sunny Beach
Posted: Jul 29, 2024
Description:
We offer to your attention spacious 1 bedroom apartment in the complex "Palazzo" in Sunny Beach. The
apartment has an area of 78 square meters and is located on the 3rd floor of the complex. The apartment
is fully furnished and equipped with high quality, ready to use. The hotel "Palazzo" is situated in the south-
western part of one of the largest and most popular on the southern Bulgarian Black Sea coast resorts -
Sunny Beach, just 200 meters from the beach and the sea. "Palazzo" offers a completely finished
"turnkey" and furnished two-bedroom apartments with a functional layout. "Palazzo" is unique also
because it combines the luxury of a 4 star hotel, not far from the turquoise sea and golden beaches, with
the silence and solitude. Features of the complex - 24Hour security - Outdoor swimming pool - Children's
Pool - Lobby Bar - Pool-bar - Massage salon - Play room with darts and billiards - Satellite TV - Wireless
Internet connection - Parking - Pizzeria - Night Bar Administration and public service. The annual
payment for the administration and public services - 10 euros per square meter Having bought the
apartment owners pay a yearly fee for the maintenance of the complex, which includes: Providing round-
clock security Service-campus Service-public parts of the building Service-pool.
Built: 2003

  Common
Bedrooms: 1
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Bathrooms: 1
Finished sq. ft.: 78 sq m

  Rental details
Furnished: Yes

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: IX5.948.786
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